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We demonstrate coherent control over internal conversion during strong-field molecular ionization with
shaped, few-cycle laser pulses. The control is driven by interference in different neutral states, which are
coupled via non-Born-Oppenheimer terms in the molecular Hamiltonian. Our measurements highlight the
preservation of electronic coherence in nonadiabatic transitions between electronic states.
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Electronic coherence decays much more rapidly in
molecules than atoms as a consequence of averaging over
the different rates of phase advance for different inter-
nuclear separations associated with nonlocal nuclear wave
functions [1–4]. This is particularly dramatic for polya-
tomic systems that have many degrees of vibrational
freedom over which this averaging occurs. Furthermore,
if there is nonadiabatic coupling between electronic states,
then it is not clear how the phase between states is
maintained [3]. Here, we show via interference that the
electronic coherence of a wave function in a molecule that
undergoes internal conversion via nonadiabatic (non-Born-
Oppenheimer) coupling between electronic states is main-
tained. We show that this coherence can be used to control
the population of different electronic states, and measure its
decay time [5–10].
Our measurements are of resonance-enhanced strong-

field ionization, in which nonadiabatic coupling between
neutral states during the ionization dynamics leads to the
population of multiple states of the molecular cation
[11,12]. By strong-field ionization, we refer to ionization
with field strengths where perturbation theory does not
provide an accurate description of the light-matter inter-
action, and dynamic Stark shifts of intermediate states
cannot be ignored. By measuring the photoelectrons with
velocity map imaging (VMI) [13] and making use of earlier
coincidence measurements that relate the photoelectron
spectrum to different states of the molecular cation, we are
able to measure the phase-dependent ionization yield to
different cationic states [14]. Making use of Dyson corre-
lations between neutral and cationic states [15], and earlier
work which studied the resonance enhancement of the
ionization yield, we are able to relate the phase-dependent
ionization yield to interference in nonadiabatically coupled
states of the neutral molecule [16,17]. Previous work by

other groups has used the phase or delay of a strong-
field infrared laser pulse relative to an extreme ultraviolet
pulse train to control the total ionization yield of atoms
and diatomic molecules [18–22]. Here, we make use of a
shaped infrared field and extend the control to the relative
yield of different final states of a polyatomic molecular
cation.
We use an amplified Ti:sapphire laser system generating

1 mJ transform limited pulses of 30 fs duration, centered
at a wavelength of 780 nm, and operating at a 1 kHz
repetition frequency. The pulses are spectrally broadened
using supercontinuum generation in an argon gas cell pro-
ducing a slightly blueshifted spectrum (central wavelength
of 750 nm), extending from 600–900 nm [23–25] and
compressed to a duration just below 10 fs, using a com-
bination of chirped mirrors and an acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) based pulse shaper [26,27]. They are characterized
using collinear, pulse-shaper-assisted, second harmonic
generation frequency resolved optical gating [28,29].
The pulse shaper uses an AOM as a spectral maskMðωÞ

to shape the pulse in the frequency domain by placing it in
the Fourier plane of a zero dispersion stretcher [30]. The
shaped electric field E0ðωÞ is a product of the acoustic mask
MðωÞ and the unshaped field, EðωÞ: E0ðωÞ ¼ MðωÞEðωÞ.
We used a mask of the form

MðωÞ ¼ Af1þ a cos½−τðω − ωLÞ þ ϕ�g ð1Þ

to generate a pulse pair with controllable relative pulse
amplitude a, time delay τ, laser locking frequency ωL,
relative phase between pulses ϕ, and a controllable overall
mask amplitude A. We measured the momentum-resolved
photoelectron yield as a function of A, a, τ, ωL, and ϕ.
As discussed in detail in an earlier publication [31], a

unique aspect of the pulse shaper in comparison with an
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interferometer is its ability to generate pulse pairs with
independent control over the relative amplitude and phase
for each delay. This allows us to compensate for delay
or phase-dependent intensity variations when the delay
between pulses is comparable to the pulse duration. We
could therefore adjust the amplitude of the pulses A, in
order to maintain a constant peak intensity for different
phases, as measured by the phase-dependent second
harmonic generation yield and checked by measuring the
delay dependent ionization of water [31]. The measure-
ments with and without this intensity compensation are
similar and are compared directly in the Supplemental
Material [32].
Additionally, the pulse shaper allows us to define a

locking frequency ωL, which is the frequency at which the
relative phase between the two pulses is maintained or
“locked” (i.e., for which constructive optical interference
will occur for all time delays). By default, we chose the
locking frequency to correspond to the central wavelength
of the pulses, 750 nm. However, we carried out many
measurements of the ionization yield as a function of
locking frequency. These can be found in the Supplemental
Material [32].
The shaped pulses are focused to ∼1013 W=cm2 into an

effusive molecular beam inside a vacuum chamber with a
base pressure of 1 × 10−10 torr. The molecules of interest
(CH2IBr, CH2I2, and CH2BrCl) raise the working pressure
to about 4 × 10−6 torr. These molecules are ionized, pro-
ducing a three-dimensional distribution of photoelectrons.
The electrons are velocity map imaged to a dual-stack
microchannel plate (MCP) and phosphor screen detector
using an electrostatic lens. The two-dimensional projection
which maps velocity to position is then recorded by a
CMOS camera. A fast algorithm is used to identify the
coordinates of each electron hit to construct a synthetic
VMI image free of background and detector nonuniform-
ities. By inverse-Abel transforming and angularly integrat-
ing the image, we can reconstruct the three-dimensional
momentum distribution of the outgoing electrons and the
photoelectron spectrum. The apparatus is illustrated in the
top panel of Fig. 1.
Our main focus is on pump-probe measurements in which

we fixed the delay between the pump and probe pulses
and varied their relative phase. Using our VMI detector,
we measured the photoelectron spectrum of CH2IBr as a
function of the relative phase between pump and probe
pulses, as shown in Fig. 2. There are two clear peaks in
energy which are maximized at different phases. On the right
of Fig. 2 are energy lineouts (yield as a function of energy for
a given phase) which highlight the two peaks that we are able
to assign to ionic states D3 (corresponding to electrons with
energies from 0–0.35 eV—red curve) and D1 (correspond-
ing to electrons with energies from 0.40–0.90 eV—cyan
curve) based upon earlier ion-electron coincidence measure-
ments [14]. The two-dimensional map clearly shows that the
yield varies with phase, and the lineouts at the bottom of
Fig. 2 (yield as a function of phase for a given energy) show

that the two states have a structured phase dependence with
their maxima offset by about 1.2π rad.
It is important to confirm, in analyzing the data, that

the phase dependence of the yields does not come from
optical interference or a phase-dependent variation in the
intensity. We note that while the two pulses are separated
by more than their durations for the measurements shown
in Fig. 2, there is still some overlap and thus variation in the
peak intensity with phase. In order to mitigate any
modulation in the yields related to these variations in the
peak intensity, we performed additional measurements with
a phase-dependent amplitude mask, AðϕÞ, such that the
peak intensity is kept constant as the phase is varied. This is
accomplished by minimizing the variation in second
harmonic yield as a function of phase between the two
pulses. The fact that the two states display different offsets
in their phase-dependent yield (with or without this
amplitude mask, see Supplemental Material [32] for
comparison figure) is also consistent with the idea that
the phase dependence is driven by molecular interference
rather than intensity variations resulting from optical
interference.
Having established that the observed interference is not

optical, we next turn to the question of whether the
interference takes place in neutral states or in the cation.

FIG. 1. Top panel: Schematic diagram illustrating the experi-
ment. Two short pulses intersect a molecular beam in a VMI
spectrometer. The electrons produced by the laser-molecule
interaction are velocity map imaged to the detector and VMI
images are recorded for varying phases between pulses. Two Abel-
inverted images are shown for the different phases between pulses
on the left (blue and red color coding). Bottom panel: Illustration of
interfering pathways which lead to phase-dependent ionization
yields.
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If the interference were in the cation, one would expect to
see constructive or destructive interference at different
electron energies leading to modulations or fringes in
the photoelectron spectrum [33]. These fringes would have
a period equal to the inverse of the time delay between the
pulses, analogous to the fringes seen in an optical spec-
trometer for two pulses separated by a delay. For a 15 fs
delay, one would expect modulations in the photoelectron
spectrum with a spacing between peaks or minima of
∼0.25 eV. Such modulations are not present in the photo-
electron spectrum for 15 fs or any other pump-probe delay.
Further evidence for the interference taking place in the

neutral states is provided by the fact that the depth of
modulation is more pronounced for an asymmetric pump-
probe pulse pair, where the probe pulse is stronger than the
pump pulse (a ¼ 0.7). This asymmetry supports the idea of
interference taking place in the intermediate neutral reso-
nant state because the weak pump predominantly excites
the molecules, whereas the stronger probe excites and
ionizes, leading to modulations in the ionization yield as a
result of interference in the excited state from population
transferred by the pump and probe pulses. The cartoon in
the lower half of Fig. 1 depicts this by breaking down the
ionization yield into three contributing pathways: (1) exci-
tation and ionization by the pump, (2) excitation by the
pump and ionization by the probe, (3) excitation and
ionization by the probe [34]. The latter two pathways

(shaded in the figure) can interfere, leading to phase-
dependent ionization yields.
Our understanding of the ionization dynamics in this

family of molecules (CH2XY;X;Y ¼ Cl;Br; I) has been
developed through multiple experiments and calculations
[11,12,35]. These experiments and calculations can be
summarized by Fig. 3: intermediate neutral states can be
Stark shifted into resonance by the strong-field of the laser
pulse, leading to resonance enhancement of multiphoton
ionization [36]. This type of resonance during strong-field
ionization is known as a “Freeman” resonance [37]. If
the pump is short enough (i.e., shorter than the timescale
for vibrational dynamics, ∼15 fs), then a wave packet
launched on the resonant state (because of a nonzero slope
at the Franck-Condon (FC) point) does not move much
during the pulse, such that the dominant dynamics after
excitation are ionization to the cationic state most strongly
coupled to the intermediate state. While this simple picture
can explain the dominant ionization dynamics for a short
pulse, a more complete picture is informed by the fact that
the excited neutral states of the molecule are mixed by
nonadiabatic coupling near the FC point which can lead to
multiple states of the molecular cation [12].
The left hand side of Fig. 3 shows the energies of the

relevant neutral and ionic states as a function of the CH2

wagging coordinate. It is along this coordinate that the
relevant states intersect and are coupled via non-Born-
Oppenheimer terms in the molecular Hamiltonian. The
shaded region of the plot corresponds to ionic states,
whereas the unshaded portion corresponds to excited

FIG. 2. Main panel: CH2IBr photoelectron yield as a function
of photoelectron energy and phase at a 15 fs delay for pump and
probe pulses with fixed energies (i.e., no intensity compensation).
Lower panel: Lineouts for the two states of interest D1 and D3 as
a function of phase, in purple and orange, respectively. Right
panel: Lineouts as a function of energy normalized to the total
number of detected electrons, i.e., photoelectron spectra for two
different phases.

FIG. 3. Potential energy curves and electronic configurations
for relevant neutral and ionic states of CH2IBr. Left panel:
potential energy as a function of the CH2 wagging coordinate for
neutral Rydberg states, R0 (green), R1 (purple), and R3 (orange),
and ionic states, D0 (green), D1 (purple), and D3 (orange).
Cartoon wave packets for the pump (black) and probe (white) are
shown for a 15 fs pump-probe delay. Right panel: Electronic
configurations for these same states. HOMO corresponds to
highest occupied molecular orbital and LUMO corresponds to
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital.
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neutral Rydberg states that are correlated with the ionic
states plotted above. The colors indicate which neutral
states are correlated with which ionic states. The correlation
between the neutral and ionic states is illustrated by the
right panel of Fig. 3, which shows the dominant electron
configurations for the neutral (Rydberg) and ionic states
based on our electronic structure calculations [12]. The
configurations of R0, R1, and R3 are nearly identical to
those of D0, D1, and D3, respectively. Thus, for these
Rydberg states, ionization from Rn to Dm with n ¼ m (n,
m ¼ 0, 1, 3) is driven by Dyson or Koopmans’s correla-
tions [17,38]. Ionization from Rn toDm with n ¼ m simply
involves the removal of a single electron, whereas ioniza-
tion from Rn to Dm with n ≠ m involves the rearrangement
of multiple electrons, and is thus suppressed for Rydberg
states even in the case of multiphoton coupling [17]. Note
that the configuration of R3 involves a singly occupied
LUMOþM orbital, whereas the configurations of R1 and
R0 involve a LUMOþ N. This explains why the neutral
states cross, but the ionic states correlated with them (D0,
D1, and D3) do not, because the energy required to remove
a LUMOþM electron is greater than that required to
remove a LUMOþ N for N > M.
Earlier work established that for a very short pulse

(shorter than the vibrational period associated with CH2

wagging) with a peak intensity ∼1013 W=cm2, R1 comes
into resonance and enhances the ionization toD1. However,
for longer pulses, there is time for population to spread to
R3 and R0, leading to multiple states of the cation (D0 and
D3, in addition to D1) [12]. The black and white Gaussians
on the neutral potentials in the left panel of Fig. 3 illustrate
the evolution of wave packets launched by the pump and
probe pulses, respectively. Summarizing the resonant
enhanced strong-field ionization dynamics, it can be
broken down into a three step process: (1) Stark shifting
of an intermediate Rydberg state into multiphoton reso-
nance, (2) internal conversion between Rydberg states, and
(3) coupling to the continuum (ionization) [31].
As Fig. 3 shows, R1 and R3 cross very near the FC

point—at a distance comparable to the width of the ground
state wave function (the FWHM of the probability dis-
tribution is about 0.5 a.u., while the distance between the
FC and crossing is about 0.4 a.u.). Thus, it is a mixture of
R1 and R3 that is excited by the pump pulse. This mixture
of neutral states is supported by the photoelectron spectrum
for a single short pulse, which exhibits a mixture of ionic
states correlated with R1 and R3:D1 andD3. The mixture is
influenced by the duration of the pump pulse, since
vibrational dynamics on R1 near the crossing can cause
the wave packet to move to regions of the potential that
have more R3 character. The corresponding ionization
leads then to a mixture ofD1 andD3 that contains moreD3,
as we observed in earlier pump-probe measurements [31].
The Supplemental Material [32] illustrates this by showing
the photoelectron spectrum for a long and short pulse.

Given the rapid mixing between R1 and R3, a probe pulse
applied a short time after the pump can excite a second
wave packet on R1 and R3, which can interfere with the
wave packet generated in these states by the pump pulse.
The interfering wave packets in these excited states can be
ionized by the probe pulse, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The
measurements shown in Fig. 2 illustrate the fact that the
electronic coherence of the wave functions on R3 and R1 is
not destroyed by the nonadiabatic coupling, and leads to
interference, which in turn leads to phase-dependent
variations in the ionization yield to D3 and D1 [39].
In order to further test our interpretation of the mea-

surements, we carried out similar measurements on the
homologous molecules CH2I2 and CH2BrCl [40]. CH2I2
was chosen because, due to symmetry, there is no excitation
along the CH2 wagging mode for intermediate neutral
states. Thus, the expectation was that nonadiabatic dynam-
ics should be precluded during the ionization and we
should observe no change in the photoelectron spectrum
with pulse duration (or delay for two pulses). CH2BrCl was
chosen to check whether we could measure similar phase-
dependent yields for a system in which similar dynamics
are expected.
As expected, we measured a single peak in the photo-

electron spectrum for CH2I2 and found no change in the
photoelectron spectrum as a function of pulse duration. In
contrast, measurements on CH2BrCl gave very similar
results to CH2IBr, with phase-dependent yields to different
ionic states for a pump-probe pulse pair.
In order to compare the measurements on CH2BrCl and

CH2IBr and see how the coherence varies with pump-probe

FIG. 4. Depth of modulation (MD) vs pump probe delay (τ).
The top panel shows results for CH2IBr and the bottom panel for
CH2BrCl. The data points of the MD were fit to an exponential
decay e−γτ. The coherence time is displayed in the legend.
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delay, we measured the depth of modulation (MD ¼
½maxðYÞ −minðYÞ�=½maxðYÞ þminðYÞ�) in the yield Y
as a function of phase for different time delays. The results
of these measurements are shown in Fig. 4.
For a simple analysis of the data, we fit a decaying

exponential to the measurements for each state and find
fitted decays or coherence times to be ∼15–16 fs for
CH2IBr, and ∼12–13 fs for CH2BrCl. This comparison
shows that the measurement and the underlying dynamics
are not limited to a single molecule, and that while the
coherence times for the two molecules are slightly differ-
ent, they are both on the 10−14 s timescale—shorter than
the times measured in earlier control experiments that used
phase-locked pulse pairs to control the fluorescence of dye
molecules on a surface [41], but long enough to dramati-
cally alter the ionization yield via interference between two
pulses.
In conclusion, we use shaped, few-cycle laser pulses to

demonstrate coherent control over internal conversion
during strong-field molecular ionization. Our measure-
ments show that the electronic coherence survives non-
adiabatic coupling between states, and we determine the
electronic coherence times for two similar molecules.
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